Update July 30th - ONEPlusphi TV

Join Us!
SOMETIMES IT TAKES THE PERSPECTIVE OF A STRANGER TO REMIND US WHO WE ARE

A CONVERSATION WITH AMERICA

A FILM BY JIM KROFT
“...You say you got a real solution. Well, you know, We’d all love to see the plan! You ask me for a contribution. Well, you know, We’re all doing what we can. But if you want money For people with minds that hate, All I can tell you is brother you have to wait!” Revolution, John Lennon.
"We can see why this video is getting so much attention. Stylish and visual, suggestive and important. Color, lighting and mood set the stage for the message and the performers do not disappoint. The director knocks it out of the park."

Transparent Film Festival

DANIEL LAURENT

OUTSIDE

BREAK THE CYCLE

OFFICIAL SELECTION

URBAN WORLD 19

DanielLaurent.com
63 Selected Film Submissions
Screening
15 Selected Music Submissions
Screening
4 Selected Script Submissions (Not Screening)

Update July 30th - ONEPlusphi TV
Join Us!
"The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people."

Amendment IX to the U.S. Constitution
Thank you submitters, judges & friends!
#CIAFF2020
July 24 - August 14, 2020
All Rights Reserved

Update July 30th - ONEPlusphi TV
Join Us!

NEPLUSPHI.VHX.TV
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness."

Preamble to the Declaration of Independence
15 MUSIC VIDEOS SCREENING:

1. KERRI GANNAN - A PLACE CALLED HOME - MUSIC
https://oneplusphi.vhx.tv/activism-film-festivals/videos/a-place-called-home-full

2. YOU CAN’T MAKE THIS SH*T UP AMERIKA - ANTHROPOMORPHIC CLIMATE CHANGE IS REAL - MUSIC

3. ELIZABETH USHER - BORN TO DIE - MUSIC

4. CANDACE IN WONDERLAND - HOT MESS - MUSIC

5. DANIEL LAURENT - OUTSIDE - MUSIC

6. NIKKI MORGAN - DO YOU THINK OF ME? - MUSIC

7. GARY CLARK JR. - PEARL CADILLAC - MUSIC

8. LIDDY CLARK - SHOT DOWN (STAND UP) - MUSIC

9. NEFERITI XXI - INANNA - MUSIC

10. MARCO GASSLER - ONE WORLD FAMILY - MUSIC

11. KILIMANJARO MEDIA - ZANIKO ATOKO (BRING ME AN AXE) - MUSIC

12. WHISKEY SHARTS - I LOVE MARIJUANA - MUSIC

13. STEVE HILL - ONCE UPON A TIME - MUSIC

14. JENAE RONAS - TWO ARMS APART - MUSIC

15. JAMES O’BRIEN - WEAPONIZED - MUSIC

62 SHORT AND FEATURE-LENGTH FILMS SCREENING:

1. CHASING THE PRESENT BY MARK WATERS - FULL

2. DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH BY ROB WALKER - FULL

3. EYES NICELY OPEN - EDWIN WATTERS… BY ELIZABETH COLUNGA - FULL

4. LIFE IN A VIAL BY SAMANTHA BOZIN - FULL

5. LIVING IN THE GAP BY PAUL GIBBS - FULL

6. LOVE ANYWAY BY JASON RUSSELL - FULL

7. OUR OWN HOUSE BY VANESSA BERGONZOLI - FULL

8. RADICAL CAMP BY SARA REGINELLS - FULL

9. SAFER SPACES: A FILM ABOUT SHAWNA POTTER BY BILL FULKERSON - FULL

10. SAVING JAKE BY KATIE DAMIEN - FULL
11. THE CANNABIS BIZ BY JONNY CAPLAN - FULL

12. THE GATE DAWN OF THE BAHAI FAITH BY BOB HERCULES - FULL

13. UPRISING BY ANTONIE FRANK GRAHAMSDAUGHTER - FULL

14. A CONVERSATION WITH AMERICA BY JIM KROFT - FULL

15. A WOMAN’S PLACE IS IN THE HOUSE BY JUDITH LYNN STILLMAN - FULL

16. ACTIVIZED BY ERIC STANGE - FULL

17. ADS IN WONDERLAND BY MATTHIEU LIETAERT - FULL

18. AMERICAN HATE BY DANIEL BREA - FULL

19. DEMYSTIFYING CANNABIS BY GREG NOSATY - FULL

20. EYES IN THE FOREST BY RYAN FFRENCH - FULL

21. FACES OF THE 47TH: THE ART OF ACTIVISM BY CACKY POARCH - FULL

22. FAMILY BY DAVID L. BRADBURN - FULL

23. GROUNDED WHILE WALLS FALL BY ZEIN NAKHODA - FULL

24. HEGEL’S ANGELS BY SIMONE RAPISARDA CASANOVA - FULL
25. HERE TODAY BY ERICA ARVOLD - FULL

26. LINCOLN IS CRYING BY JOHN DAVIES - FULL

27. NO LIMITS BY BRADLEY KUSSY - FULL

28. PARADISE LOST BY ADAM SMITH & RYAN SANDBERG - FULL

29. REPARATIONS BY GREGORY G. ALLEN - FULL

30. THE LOVE YOU'RE LOOKING FOR BY ALEC BEVERE - FULL

31. THE LUCKY (EL AFORTUNADO) BY WISNY DORCE - FULL

32. THE PEACEFUL REVOLUTION BY ED MUNTER - FULL

33. TRANSFORMING SAFETY: A NEW VISION FOR... BY LISA HARRIS - FULL

34. TRIPLE TAKE BY NICK NANTON - FULL

35. WHAT IF… BY NOAH BERLOW - FULL

36. ACTIVE VOICES: ACTIVISM BY JEREMY SARACHAN - FULL

37. BEHIND THE WALLS BY REETU SHAH - FULL

38. BOUND BY PRECEDENT BY MARYANNE GALVIN - FULL

39. I AM WATER BY JIM HALL - FULL
https://oneplusphi.vhx.tv/activism-film-festivals/videos/i-am-water-full
40. JOURNEY TO SOCIAL ACTIVISM BY WILLIAM LANGE - FULL

41. LAB DOG BY NOEMI DURIVOU - FULL

42. “NEITHER GREEK NOR JEW” BY PAVEL CHUKOV - FULL

43. NUCLEAR FREE POWER TO THE PEOPLE BY MARKUS KAISER-MUHLECKER - FULL

44. POWER OUT BY BENJAMIN MYERS - FULL

45. REFLECTIONS BY VICKIE ROSE SAMPSON - FULL

46. SINGING A GREAT DREAM BY ANNA STIRR & BHAKTA SYANGTAN - FULL

47. SOWN BY CALVIN MUMM - FULL
https://oneplusphi.vhx.tv/activism-film-festivals/videos/sown-full

48. THE BLOOD BETWEEN US BY TRAYC PATCHIN - FULL

49. L’EAU EST LA VIE (WATER IS LIFE) … BY SAM VINAL - FULL

50. WHERE JUSTICE ENDS BY GEORGE ZUBER - FULL

51. HOW TO LOVE YOUR ENEMY

52. SPINNAKER BY NADINE LICOSTIE - FULL

53. THE MAN IN BETWEEN BY THOMAS ROSS - FULL
54. ALL THE STUDENT COUNCIL’S MEN BY HUNTER F. BURNS - FULL

55. ESPERANZA’S TURN BY MELISSA GREGORY RUE - FULL

56. FADE TO BLACK BY TRACY MEDBERRY- FULL

57. I WAS THAT KID: BREAKING THE CYCLE…BY MAJULA VARGHESE - FULL
https://oneplusphi.vhx.tv/activism-film-festivals/videos/i-was-that-kid-breaking-the-cycle-of-
juvenile-crime-full

58. MY STRETCH OF TEXAS GROUND BY ERICH KEMP - FULL

59. SIDE BY SIDE BY RON TAYLOR - FULL

60. THE MAN OF THE TREES BY ANDREA TRIVERO - FULL

61. SHOOT THE MOON BY JASON LINDGREN - FULL

62. ELECTRIC FOREST’S BEYOND THE TREES: DELORES BY STEVE CONRY - Full
https://oneplusphi.vhx.tv/activism-film-festivals/videos/electric-forest-s-beyond-the-trees-
delores-full